
































































School:  Pei Chun 

Level:  P5 

Subject: English 

Term:  SA1 

 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 

3 2 3 2 3 1 4 3 1 1 

Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20 

4 3 2 1 3 4 3 3 1 4 

Q21 Q22 Q23 Q24 Q25 Q26 Q27 Q28 Q29 Q30 

1 3 3 3 4 3 2 1 P Q 

Q31 Q32 Q33 Q34 Q35 Q36 Q37 Q38   

J G N B A H D C   

 

39) than   40) messages     41) convenient      42) tremendous        43) effects      

44) have      45) of       46) more     47) trend     48) in     

49) explanation     50) precise        

 

51) looking     52) revolves      53) takes      54) without        55) return      

56) retire      57) programme       58) rest        59) opportunity       60) deserves     

61) family     62) times      63) lifestyle    64) in      65) exercise     

 

66) The robber was seen climbing over the wall by the neighbour. 

67) Wanting to do well for my examination, I studied very hard. 

68) Neither of the twins swept the floor yesterday. 

69) The visitor asked where the school hall was. 

70) Much of Sulaiman s embarrassment, he dropped the plate in front of everyone. 

71) The accident took place just before the underpass leading to the Tuas Checkpoint on the Ayer Rajah 

Expressway. 

72) Madam Choo saw a car speeding against the flow of traffic towards them. 

73) a) lucky  b) viral  c) reckless 

74)  a) She developed a fear of riding a motorcycle. 

 b) She would not be able to work for at least three months. 

75) Mr Teh s company had been in contact with his family and would work closely with him for support 

and his colleagues contributed some money to help them tide over this period of time. 

76)  True / They drove all the way from their home in Perak, Malaysia to visit the couple at the 

hospital. 

 False / Mr The has just started working as a driver at Yang Kee Logistics about a month ago. 

 False / Mr Tan swerved his car to the left to avoid the oncoming Mercedes, causing him to 

collide with a bus. 

77) 1, 3, 2 

78) beyond repair  

79) It refers to Mr Tan recalling the moment when he saw the Mercedes charging towards him against 

the flow of traffic. 

80) I do not think Mr Tan would ever forget the incident as his Mazda car was damaged beyond repair. 

He also said that the accident was very surreal like something in a movie. So, whenever he watches 

similar incident on television, he would probably be reminded of his own experience. 








